I really blush to recollect the intolerable scrawls which have been imposed on my dear Mrs. Johnston, by her Friend— Your last favor recently came to hand my brother took it out of the office and carried it to Monticello— accept now, my sincere thanks— Mr. Johnston is, I trust, perfectly recovered— Every member of your family is remembered by me with grateful affection— I am on the wing of departure for Curles and, in three weeks, shall accompany Mr. T— to Williamsburg—to remain the whole winter—

Never did I hear so various a noise—confusion is unavoidable where there are so many persons perpetually calling— I have contracted an acquaintance with that luminary, Miss Wheelan, she possesses the most fascinating urbanity of demeanour,—her talents, and acquirements, are very considerable—and her person agreeable— Mrs Wickham I think transcendentally beautiful her manners too, are vastly attractive— Pardon haste and confusion— Most cordially yours

A— C— R—

Nb Mr. C. Johnston, and his children are well—
I really blush to recollect the intolerable scrawl which have been imposed on my dear Mrs. Johnston, by her friend—your last favor recently came to hand my brother took it out of the office and carried it to Monticello—accept now, my sincere thanks. Mrs. Johnston is, I trust, perfectly recovered—every member of your family is remembered by me with grateful affection. I am on the wing of departure for Curles and, in three weeks, shall accompany Mr. T. to Williamsburg to remain the whole Winter. Never did I hear so various a noise—confusion is unavoidable where there are so many persons partaking equally in the same business.

I have contracted an acquaintance with that luminary, Miss Wheeler, she possesses the most fascinating urbanity of manner; her talents, and acquirements, are very considerable—and her person agreeable. Mr. A. Whigham I think transcendentally beautiful; her manners, look, and voice, attractive. Most cordially yours.

To Mr. L. Johnston, and his children are well.